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Presentatör
Presentationsanteckningar
My name is Niklas Grip, I will begin this presentation of some signal processing work done as one part of a project together with, in alphabetical order, Lennart E., Ulf Ohlsson, Natalia Sabourova and in close cooperation with other people like Ola and the people in the lab and test personell etc. My background is in the boundrary between applied mathematics and signal processing, using tools like Fourier analysis and wavelets.



One initial part of the project
• Review and comparison of some different methods 

for modal analysis on bridges.
Rough classification:

• Time methods. Analysis or simulation (FEM).
• Frequency methods. 
• Time-frequency methods.

Continuous wavelet transform (CWT). 
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One initial part of the project has been a review and comparison of different methods for modal analysis on bridges. One can make a rough classification of such methods into the following three chathegories:Methods that simulate the behaviour of the bridge or analyse, for example, accelerometer measurements.Methods that analyse the frequency contents or Fourier transform of the signal.Methods that analyse how the frequency contents in the measured signal changes with time.�Such analysis can be done, for example, with the continuous wavelet transform (CWT).�In the following slides, I will briefley describe the kind of analysis that you can do with the CWT.
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The topmost plot here is music played on a piano, or rather the air pressure vibrations that your ear and brain translates into music. This translation  interprets what you hear more like more like different tones or frequencies played at different times.The topmost plot show the variations with time but gives no clear information about the frequency contents.The lowermost plot show the Fourier transform or the frequency contents, but then you loose all information about the time dependence.  You can at most make some judged estimation of what keys on the piano that were played the most during these 17 seconds.The CWT is one way to analyze and visualize how the frequency contents vary with time.  The output is two-dimensional, with…
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…time on one axis and frequency on the other, such as in this example, where the input signal, which I wouldn’t call nusic, is this chirp [play chirp], a sinus t-squared  signal with instantaneous frequency increasing from 20 Hz to 5000 Hx in 17 seconds.Analysed with the CWT you get a two-dimensional output, for which the absolute values are plotted here , with time on this axis, frequency on this axis and yellow to read colouring indicating where the largest amplitudes are.
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Similarly, in this example, the input depends on two pure sinusoid oscillations of frequency 25 and 50 Hz as well as an impilse at tine two seconds.In the plot of the CWT, you se the sinusoids clearly indicated at 20 and 60 Hz, as well as the impulse indicated like this.For  real life signals, like our music example, the putput gets more complicated, as shown…
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…in this plot.  Each key on the piano generate several cosines that seen or heard for a short period of time. [Play music]In this plot there is a lot of blue, but just as for 2D-plots, if you want to make behaviour at different scales visible simultaneously, you can take the logarithm of the output or in other words plot in dB instead of plotting the actual values, like this…
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Hence, time-frequency analysis is a way to analyse how the frequency contents of a signal change with time.�Now let’s turn to measurements on bridges.
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More precisely, we have looked closer at some winter time accelerometer measurements on a bridge in Kiruna that Ola was talking about.



1) Midnight, low traffic, time signal
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This is one of these measurements, done around midnight with not so much traffic, so here one can analyse both the bridge’s response to passing cars and the ”background noise” that remains when no car is passing.You can see that there is a lot of disturbances and noise.  A comparison of measurements here with measurements here can give the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the signal. The Fast Fourier transform will give an equally noisy view on the frequency contents.  Using some standard noise cancelling technique like the Wlelch algorithm for computing the …



1) Midnight, no traffic, Power Spectral Density (PSD)
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…power spectral density, we get a less noisy view on the distribution of the signal energy on different frequencies.We see here some very dominating peaks at 25 and 50 Hz, but the PSD gives no information about whether these vibrations are a part of the bridge’s response to passing cars or part of the disturbances and background noise, so let’s have a look at the CWT…



1) Midnight, no traffic, Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT)
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…where we clearly can see that the 25 and 50 Hz oscillations are pure continuous uninterrupted oscillations not related to excitation excitation of the bridge structure from the passing traffic.
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The same but with the logarithm of the absolute value plotted.



•Clearly visible oscillations of frequency 25 and 50 Hz
•Main suspects: earthing of measurement equipment and
1) 
2)

3)  

Electric power for the trains (15 kV, 200 A, 16.7=50/3 Hz)
Electric power for signal plant, transforming plant, telephones, 
lights, heating of railway switches (50 Hz)
Petrol-powered electric generator (50 Hz?).

•Moreover, the 25 and 50 Hz disturbances were not present in
some  summer measurements (more moisty, easier earthing).

•Preliminary conclusion: On site FFT analysis and adjusting of
the earthing until no no impulses at 25 and 50 Hz are visible
may remove disturbances and improve the quality of
measurements (SNR) also in the frequenciy band (1-15 Hz)
of importance for modal analysis. 
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Sources:http://banportalen.banverket.se/Banportalen/upload/2231/El-hopslagen-071107-webb-x.pdfhttp://www.banverket.se/pages/8055/Elektromagnetiska_falt.pdfhttp://www4.banverket.se/raildokuffe/pdf/MO0900.pdf





Unused related slides
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Strain measurements on the Frövi bridge, with the slow long-time variations depending on the temperature and the short-time variations depending on passing trains.The discrete wavelet transform was left out from the talk to keep the time constraints.  In short, it is typically used for tasks such as compression or noise reduction of signals.It can also be used, for example, to separate the slow long-time variations from the trancients caused by passing trains.
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